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Stabilizing controller design for linear systems with
nonlinear sensor or actuator failures
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Abstract
For the linear, time-invariant, multi-input multi-
output unity-feedback system u'nder a class of non-
linear, time-varying stable perturbations, we obtain
conditions for stability and develop a controller design
method which ensures stability in the presence of one
arbitrary sensor or-actuator failure.

1. Introduction
We consider the stability of the linear time-
invariant (LTI), multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
unity-feedback system S(P, C) (Figure 1) under a
class of nonlinear, time-varyin; (NLTV) stable per-
turbations. This is a peneralisation of the standard in-
tegrity problem in which the outputs corresponding to
the failed sensors or actuators are multiplied by zero.
We refer to post-multiplicative diagonal perturbations
on the plant as sensor-failures and pre-multiplicative
ones as actuator-failures.
We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for

stability and develop a controller desig method to
ensures stability in the presence ofone arbitrary sensor
or actuator failure. Due to the input-output approach
used, the setting can be continuous-time or discrete-
time.

2. Main Results
Unles stated otherwise, all maps are causal, MIMO
and LTI. An LTI map and its associated trans-
fer function representation are used interchangeably.
LTI maps admit coprme factorisations in terms of
Ru-stable maps defined as follows: U is a subset of
the field C of complex numbers; U is closed and sym-
metric about the real axis, ± E U; C \ U is
nonempty. Ru and IRU,-(a) are the ring of proper
rational functions which have no poles in U and
the ring of proper rational functions, (with real co-
efficients). M(Ru) is the set of matrices whose en-
tries are in Ru;- M E M(Ru) i Ru-unimodular iff
M- 1 E M(Ru) . ( Np, Dp ) denotes a right-coprime-
factorization (RCF) and (Dp, Np) denotes a left-
coprime-factorisation (LCF) of P E JRp(s)noxnt,
where Np, Dp, Np, Dp E M(Ru), P- NpDp1
= Db'Np. Similarly, (Nc,Dc) and (Dc,NC)
denote a RCF and LCF of C E lRP(Of)Xnio All
causal NLTV maps are defined over appropriate prod-
ucts of an extended space C. [l]. The set of bounded
signals is denoted C, where the bound is determined
by the associated norm 11 : . A causal NLTV map
? :Lna Lng is W to bC-stable iff there
exists a continuou nondecreasing 4 : IR+ -_ IR+
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such that liXu < tidiI ) for all u E C . A
well-posed NLT mtercoec ion i said to be L-stable
iff the map from the exogenous inputs to closed-loop
signals is L-stable. The notion of C-stability is intro-
duced only in the case of NLTV interconnection and
analyses thereof. When the interconnections are LTI,
we will use a more stringent condition of Ru-stability.
Note that an Ru-stable LTI map is C-stable; however,
the converse is not true in general.
System descriptions: The systems with possi-
ble sensor-failures and possible actuator-failures are
S(Fs, P, C) and S(P, FA, C) (Figures 2, 3). The plant
P E ]Rp(s)nbxnh and the controller C E 1R(J)flXlO'
S(P, C) , S(Fs, P, C) and S(P, FA, C) are well-
posed; P and C have no hidden modes associ-
ated with eigenvalues in U. S(P, C) is said to be
Ru-stable iff the closed-loop map H from (up, uc)
to (yp,syc) is Ru-stable. Similarly, when Fs (FA) is
C-stable, S(Fs, P, C) (S(P, FA, C)) is said to be L-
stable iffthe closed-loop mat from tCp, tIc) to (YP, YC)
is C-stable. C is sid to e anlu-stabilizing con-
troller for P in S(P,C) iff C E IRp()nixno and
S(P, C) is Ru-stable. It is well-known that C is an
Ru-stabilizing controller for P if and only if there is
an RCF (Nc, DC) and an LCF (DC, NC) such
that

DC
,-Np

Nc
Dp

UNp -DNc n[ i 01

Np Dc 0 In .(1)

We consider sensor (actuator) failures where at most
one of any of the n0 sensors (N actuators) fails. The
failure is represented by a NLTV stable perturbation
of the identity map; Fs, denotes the class of sensor-
failures, where s1 := {Ino- ejqeT I q::C -- C,
NLTV C-stable, j = l,...,n0 } and 7A1 de-
notes the class of actuator-failures, where TA1
{Ini-ejqeTf q:,C. --,C , NLTV C-stable, j =
1,...,n, }, where e1 denotes the jth column of
the identity of appropriate dimension. The fail-
ure is a disconnection in the failure sub-classes

:= {Ino-eje j=1,...,nO}, and OA%
{Iniejefj-= e,.T,ni}
Theorem 1 (conditions for L-stability): Let C be
an Ru-stabilizing controller for P in S(P, C); let
(Dc, Nc ) be an LCF and ( Nc, Dc ) be an RCF
of C satisfying (1). Then a) S(Fs, P, C) is C-stable
for all Ps E Fs f and only ifall diagonal entries of
Np Nc are identically equal to sero; b) S(P, FA, C)
is C-stable for all 1A ECA1 ifand ony ifalldiagonal
entries of NC NP arx identically equal to zero. O
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Note that Np NC is the closed-loop map H,, : uc
yp and -Nc Np is the closed-loop map H, : up -4

Yc of the nominal system S(P, C).
Let (Dp, Np ) be any LCF of P. If S(Fs,P,C)

is Ru-stable for all Fs E F%1, then there exists an
Ru-unimodular matrix Li E Runoxn0 such that

L1
LjDp =

dl,,+I

dlII j

ds,2 ... j no

-

d2,2 ..d2,no
Id

0 dno,no

where, for j-1,... , n0-1, the pair

CI h+dljs,+j ) is right - coprime;

equivalently, for j = 2,... n,n, I = 1,..., j, there
exist *?,z E Ru such that ,=1 gj, djj = 1. Let

[1 0 01
Ysl := L2,1 Y,2 L,. Then the

Yno,l 1Yno,2 Yno,no J

diagonal entries of Ys1 Dp are all equal to one. Let
CsD be any Ru-stabilizing controller for S(P, C) such
that the map H., = PC (Ino + PC) - 1 of S(P, C)
is diagonaJ for the given plant P. Similarly, let
(Np, Dp) be any RCF of PF If S(P,FA,C) i
Ru-stable for all FA E %1, then there eists an
'Ru-unimodular matrix R, E RuniniX such that

1 0 0
d2,1 d2,2 0

DP Ri= 44,

L no dn,2... dnn J.

where, for j = 1,...,n - 1, the pair
(dijul+l ,[dl+i,l ..@. dlijJ ] ) (5)

is left-coprime euvalently, for j = 2,...,nj,
I = l,..., j, there exist yiz, E Ru such
that = dj,jyij = I. Let YAi1

[1 31,2 -. * Y1,ni
0 Y2,2 ... Y2,ni

R, . Then the diagonal en-

L O Yni,ni
tries of Dp YAi are all equal to one. Let CAID be
any Ru-stabiising controller for S(P, C) such that
themap H9 =-CP(Inj+CP)-1ofS(P,C)is di-
agonal for the given plant P.
Let U be the closed right-half-plane (continuous-time)
or the complement of the open unit-disk (discrete-
time); then conditions (2)(3) on the denominator-
mtrix Dp are necessary if S(Fs, P, C) is C-stable
for all FS E Fsi since fl, C 7si. Similarly, con-
ditions (4)-(5) on Dp are necessary for C-stability of
S(P,FPA, C) for all FA E FA ,

Proposition 1 (a set of controller.): a) Let P
be such that condil ons (2)-(3) hold. Let Csp be
any Ru-stabilizing controller for P such that the
transfer-function Hpe of S(P,C) is diagonal. Let
(DSD, NSD) be an LCF and (NsD, Dsp) be
an RCF of Csp such that DSb DP + NSDNp =
I, NpNs + DpDsD = I. Then C = D' Nc
- (DSD + NspD Ys, Npf)-1(NsD - NSD Ysi Dp)
= NcD-1 = (NsD - DpNsDYs,)(DsyD +
Np NsD Ys, )-' = CSp(Ino + YsiNp CSV)'(Ino-
Ys, Dp) is a controller such that S(Fs, P, C) is A
stable for all Fs E Ysl.
b) Let P be such that conditions (4)-(5) hold.
Let CAD be any Ru-stabilizing controller or P
such that the transfer-function Hcp of the nomi-
nal system S(P, C) is diagonal. Let (DAD, NAP )
be an LCF and (NAD, DAD) be an RCF of
CAD such that DADDp + NADNp = I, NpNNAV +
DPDAD = I Then C = Dc Nc= (DAD +
YA, NAD Np)'1 (NAD-YA1 NAD Dp) NC DC1 =
(NAP - DPYA1NAD)(DAD + NPYA1NAD)' =
(Ini-Dp YA1)( Ini + CAD Np YAj)-'1CAD is a con-
troller such that S(P, FA, C) 'i L-stable for all FA E
TA1' 0
It is possible to choose CSD, Ys, and similarly, CAD,
YA, in Proposition so that the controller C is proper.
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F'iure 1: Trhe system S(AP C)
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Figure 2: The system S(P, C)
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Figure 3: The system S(P, FA, C)
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